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PREFACE 
To the small private foreet owner, marketing is a significant 
factor in the overall management of his propertjo In forest management, 
marketing is more than an income producing process<, The manner in which 
it is conducted not only influences the amount of income received, but 
often determines the continued productivity of the forest holdings 
Small forest owners are subject to marxy external influences in 
marketing. Many of these influences can be eliminated or favorably 
controlled by a well informed seller. An indifferent or poorly informed 
owner, however, can lose much of his potential income through careless 
marketing practices« 
The behavior of the individual forest owner in the market can 
have significant bearing upon the quality of his forest management. 
Poor marketing practices can undermine his incentive toward forest man­
agement and eventually result in the decreased productivity of his 
holdingo When this occurs on a regional or national scale it causes 
unneeded economic loss and jeopardizes a significant portion of the 
nation's forest resources. 
In the management of small private holdings it is necessary to 
understand the influences which affect forest products raarketingo By 
recognizing and eliminating poor marketing practices the well-being of 
the forest owner is enhanced and the productivity of the timber resource 
is maintainedo 
V 
CHAPTER I 
INTROmjCTION 
For the past few decades ̂ the sinall private forest owner has 
been the subject of much discussion and debate in conservation circles» 
Historically, small private ownerships have constituted one of the 
chronic problem areas of forest management in this country. Among the 
various classes of the nation's timberland, small private holdings are 
the lowest in productivity. After a half=-century of steacfy progress in 
other phases of American forestry^ the unproductive small private hold­
ing continues to present a difficult problem. 
Foresters in general, being occupied with the more immediate 
demands of bringing good management to the larger public and private 
holdings, have usually left the question of the small private owner to 
the public extension foresters, rural sociologiste, and politicians. 
In 1955, however, the Timber Resource Review placed renewed emphasis on 
the importance of small holdings to the nation's future timber supply. 
The forestry profession began to take a harder look at the quality of 
management on the small private ownerships. 
Mlthin the forestiy profesaion, the assumption has often been 
that an expanded market, caused inevitable population increase, would 
eventually stimulate better management on small holdings. This is not 
entirely truej a good market may have no effect on an indifferent owner. 
It might stimulate some owners toward overcutting. However, if small 
private forests are to exist as timber producing economic units rather 
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than silvicultural models^ the harvest and sale of timber must be primary 
considerations in management. In our free enterprise econotigr the best 
incentive to efficient production is the presence of an established 
market. The behavior of the individual forest owner in the market can 
determine his success, both as a producer of economic goods and as a 
steward of a national resource. 
Significance of the Problem 
A recent study by the U. S. Forest Service recognized three basic 
categories of private coiianercial forest ownership? forest industries, 
farm, and "other" private.^ It further defined small private ownerships 
as those holdings in the farm and "other" private categories less than 
5,000 acres in size. This size class definition has been recognized by 
other authorities as being descriptive of small forest ownerships (3?)<> 
Holdings included in the "other" private category are those owned by 
persons other than farmers or industrial forest owners. Included in this 
group would be businessmen, housewives, professional people and other 
persons who normally do not depend upon their forest land as a major 
source of income. 
Of the total commercial forest land in the United States and 
coastal Alaska, which comprises ii85 million acres, 6l per cent or 296 
million acres is owned \s^ farmers and private owners other than the for­
est industries. Over 50 per cent of the country's coituuercial timberland, 
or 259 million acres, is held in the small private ownerships of less 
lUo S, Forest Service, Timber Resources for America's Future 
(Washington, C.? U„ S„ Government Printing Office, 195^^5) • 
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than 5j)000 acres» Of these small private ownerehips, farm holdings in­
clude 159 million acres| "other" private holdings account for approxi­
mately 100 million acres (37). 
The significance of having over 50 per cent of the nation''s 
commercial timberland in small private holdings becomes apparent when 
the productivity of various classes of forest land ownership is consi-
deredo In preparing the Timber Resource Review^ the Uo S. Forest Ser­
vice used a productivity index based upon four factors? (l) existing 
stocking^ (2) prospects for stocking where existing etocking is defi­
cient, (3) epecies compositionj, and (k) age of stand at harvest„ The 
lowest category of productivity of all forest ownerships was found in 
the farm and "other" private holdings (See Appendix^ Table For 
more than half of the holdings in this classificationj the productivity 
index was less than 70 per cent of what was reasonably attainable on a 
scale of 100, Lands in this category where productivity was poorest 
were farm and "other" private ownerships in the South., while small pri­
vate holdings in the West ranked best (See Appendix^ Table !¥)<, Through­
out the country productivity varied directly with the size of the owner-
ship being lowest on the smallest holdings (37). 
Ownership as a Factor in Small Forest Management 
Before condemning the small landowner for the low state of pro­
ductivity on his timberlands it may be well to consider whether low 
productivity is an evil in itself or whether it is the result of complex 
forces affecting small woodland managemento How these forces affect 
timber management decisions va.ry according to individual objectives in 
ll 
owning forest land, the size of a given holding, and often according to 
whether timberland is held by farm or non-farm owners» 
In the case of farm owners a certain amount of tiisiberland hai 
been part of many farms since their ori^nal settlement or purchaseo 
In years past such farm woodlands were an important source of postsj 
poles and especially fuelwood| however^ modern farm living makes few 
direct demands on the woodlot and it now occupies a minor position in 
most farm operations» 
In many localities farm woodlands have furnished a debt-free 
source of capital for financing expansion of the farm into more pro­
ductive crop and livestock operations« The low rate of return on forest 
land justified liquidation, particularly when farmers had trouble ob­
taining capital from other sources,, Uncertainty of future timber yields 
and pricee encouraged cutting and the preference for present income (29)o 
While eilviculturally unsound, farmers who overcut their woodlands were 
often maximizing their immediate returns as farmers» Probably few 
realized the long-term consequence of their poor cutting practices<, 
Even if they didj why couldn't good timber management wait until the 
farm was paid for? 
Non-farm or "other" private owners are a heterogeneous group 
with certain important differences from farm woodland owners| th^ are 
usually absentee owners and they have diverse reasons for owning forest 
land (22)c Some acquire land through inheritance^ others hold it for 
speculation, A few even purchase it for definite forest management 
objectiveso In recent years, purchase of forest land for recreational 
purposes has become an important motive with affluent urban dwellers,, 
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Stoddard (35) reports a psychic urge on the part of some to own land 
apart from apparent economic motives. Non-farm owners of forest land 
represent all occupational groups from housewives to bankers<, Signi-
ficantljs the only difference noted among owners was that business 
and professional people with higher income and educational levels have 
given better management to their timberland (35)= A stuify in Mchigan 
showed concepts of timber management to be low among non-farm ownersj 
although certain well-inforEied exceptions were found. Farmers, on the 
other handj were characterized as having few long range woodland objec­
tives apart from their farm needs (22)» 
Inherent Problems Regardless of Ownership 
All small ownerSj regardless of occupation or backgrounds have 
certain forces working against them as potential timber growers. For 
the most part, these are influences over which the owner has little or 
no control. The first, and most limiting of these factors is sizeo 
As in any other production operation, there are certain economies of 
scale that accrue to productive units of an optimum sizeo Kany small 
private woodlands may be below an adequate size for profitable forest 
productiono Of the million private forest owners in the United 
StateSj 50 per cent own less than 30 acres eacho The total acreage of 
these small holdings amounts to only 6 per cent of the nation's commer­
cial timberland. Some authorities question the desirability of directing 
forestry efforts toward such small units, where some production will 
occur without good management. This is particularly true of farm for-
ests^ which average only k9 acres in size over the country as a wholes 
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"other" private holdings average 118 acres or over twice the size of 
farm forests (37) <• 
A SBiall-siaed holding places a double handicap on its ownero 
Such a holding will yield a merchantable harvest of timber only at in­
frequent intervals.. In additionj the volume of timber offered for sale 
is likely to be too small or too low in quality to attract the best 
buyer. When such circumstances occur the landowner is likely to lose 
his effectiveness as a timber producer since he is out of contact with 
the market for long intervals and has difficulty obtaining experience^, 
both in the management and marketing of his timber (36)0 
The poor quality of the gromng stock on many holdingsj due to 
past overcuttingj places the small owner at an additional disadvantageo 
Understoekeds or poorly stockedj woodlands require improvements which 
must be carried forward at compound interest over the life of the stand« 
Small owners may be unable to afford these costs or are not interested 
in deferring income for such long periodSo On some holdings the poor 
quality of the growing stock may be due to a lack of cutting in recent 
years rather than overcuttingo Such stands, particularly in hardwood 
regionsJ may be occupied by undesirable species, a result of poor cut­
ting practices in earlier years» 
A small woodland owner with a poor supply of timber, either 
through low quality or lack of quantity5, finds few markets open to himo 
In some areas he may find none. With the absence of a good market, 
relative to his own circumstances, the incentive for continuous forest 
management is losto The small owner is then the victim of economic 
circumstanceo He has a poor market because he has a poor woodland^ he 
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is unable to satisfy the requirements of his potential market» The 
connection between good forest management and succeseful marketing is 
close (12)0 The amalgam of the two depends upon the interest of the 
landowner and his expectations of a future market for his timber„ 
Since most small private forest owners obtain their livelihood 
from other occupations^ their best efforts my not be directed toward 
the management of their timberlando In the case of absentee owners^ 
those holding land for recreational purposes^ or tho§e obtaining land 
throu^ inheritance^ this may be particularly trueo The minor position 
of forest products as a source of income to these people results in 
lack of interest in timber production and consequentlyj, reduced returns 
from their land. 
CHAPTER II 
PROrUGTICW CHiRACTERISTIGS MB MAEKET OJTLETS 
The Small Owner aa a Producer 
Certain similarities exist between the small forest owner and 
the farmer who grows agricultural productsio Both are usually primary 
producerSs or people who sell the output of their lands in the raw formo 
Both are so numerous as a group, that they as indiTiduals have little 
effect on their market» Here the similarity endSo Where most farmers 
produce crops for a specific type of marketj the timber gi'ower is faced 
with a market that is less well="definedo In a given locality he may 
have a market for everything from pulpwood to veneer logSo In another 
area the woodland owner may be faced with a monop-sony situations or 
worse yet3 no market at alio 
Normally^ farmers have a cash crop at least once a year, possibly 
several times a yearo Owners of small woodlands^ with few exceptions, 
can expect income from their property only every few years» When long 
intervals occur between timber sales, landowners may be lax in giving 
their best attention to this source of income, particularly if the sale 
is small and the owner considers his woodlot profits as windfalls. 
Farmers, similarly selling a raw product in a competitive market, at 
least give their best attention to their chief source of income (12)» 
Timber products, when sold from small woodlands are often the "minor 
product of a minor produce^'" (Duerr, 19ii9sl86)o 
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In spi'be of their inherent handicaps^ small owners usually possess 
some advantages as producerSo Good access to small holdings is provided 
by existing public roads in most areas» Miile advantageous from the 
standpoint of harvesting and transportation^ a good road network also 
facilitates fire protection (3i4.)« In many areas small private holdings 
include lands of better than average site quality^ since they were often 
chosen for their agricultural possibilities ty their original owners» 
As such, th^ often occupy bottomlands and relatively gentle terrain 
compared to larger public and private holdings., 
Often the most significant advantage a small forest owner has is 
his proximity to an established wood using industry. This has been well 
demonstrated in the Northeast where local industries have depended 
heavily upon small holdings for their raw material since colonial days 
(l9)« While obviously providing a ready market, many wood-using indus­
tries have lately been providing small owners with technical asiistance 
and services in,,an effort to guarantee a local source of raw material 
(l). Such a practice benefits the entire locality, as well as the land­
owner, by encouraging the growth and stability of a local forest industry. 
Range of Products 
Depending upon the section of the country, products of small wood­
lands include everything from veneer logs to tool stock„ In some areas 
Christmas trees and maple syrup yield considerable incomeo However, 
most owners throughout the country are primarily concerned with the sale 
of wood in the round form as logSj poles, or cordwoodc Specific products 
vary from region to region depending upon species and the utilization 
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standarde of the local industrieso 
In generals, SBiall private owiere are bast adapted to selling 
ssnall materials J that isc, poets 3 cordwoods tool stocks and small saw-
logs rather than large sawlogs and veneer logeo In some areae., parti­
cularly in the hardwood furniture regions of the Eastj, veneer logs are 
a valuable product for the owner of a well-itockedj all-aged forest» 
However^ unless his woodland is presently well itocked with large mer­
chantable treeSs '^he small owner would probably do better to concentrate 
on smaller materials if he has an available market. 
Small materials require less time^ or a shorter rotation, to 
reach merchantable size. This provides the owner with more frequent 
income and helps to maintain his interest in forest management,, In 
addition^ small products are easier to harvest, enabling the owner to 
do much of his own logging without need for specialized equipment, A 
study in New England (l5) has shown that an owner can increase his re­
turns by three to four times per cord doing his own log^ng rather 
than selling his timber as marked stumpage, 
Mnagement prospects are also enhanced by the ability to sell a 
variety of products from a gi,ven holdingo In this respect owners in 
the East have an advantage over these in the ¥estj due both to the 
greater variety of species and a more diverse wood-using industry, 
Howeverj in such a situation owners must be careful in their selection 
of market outlets in order to gain the raaximum value from a particular 
timber sale, "Where no single product is of particular importance small 
woodland owners often have little information on which to base their 
choice of a particular market (12), 
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Typea of Marketa Available 
The markets available to the timberland owner fall into two cate­
gories! the market outlet may be either a primary or secondary producer 
depending upon who performa the actual loggingo If the landowner 
chooses to do his own harvesting his market outlet becomes a wood=uslng 
industry, or secondary producero If the owner sells his timber as 
sturapage^ his market outlet is a primary producer^ these are normally 
contract loggers or portable sawmill operators. 
The distinction between the two types of outlets is important in 
that th^ afford varying degrees of market itability for the woodland 
owner. Stability of the market may be the most important factor affect­
ing timber management in certain areas (2)o Lumber millsj, pulp mills 
and other established wood-using industries provide stability to their 
respective localitieso Contract loggers contribute to a stable industry 
in that they provide forest owners with a means of selling their timber 
when the owners themselves are unable to do their own loggingo Th^ 
also benefit mill owners by procuring raw material efficiently from 
scattered small holdingso 
Portable sawmills^ however^ are of questionable value to small 
woodland management<> In order to decrease their unit costs^ portable 
mills are forced to cut as much merchantable timber as possible from a 
given settingo Consequentlyj they do not encourage the partial cuts so 
often necessary to good timber managemento Due to the small investment 
required, portable mill operations are often undertaken by persons with 
inadequate financing and business experience^ When such ventures fail 
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the landoMier often takes the loss since he mast accept a stumpage price 
that Ib less than fair value (l9) •> 
In a stu(^ in northwestern Montana,, Belle (2) found SBiall land­
owners almost entirely dependent upon portable sawmills. Large mills 
in the area were uninterested in private, second-growth stumpage^ since 
th^ were mainly geared for large pxiblic timber sales. They would buy 
delivered logSj but many landowners were uninterested or were unable to 
perform their own loggingo 
In depending upon portable sawmills^ the small forest owner was 
depending upon the "roost cyclic and unstable sector of the timber in­
dustry'' (BoUQj 1960s6)« The output of the portable mills was sold as 
cants and rough lumber to large mills with finishing facilitieSo During 
periods of decreased luaber demand the large mills would cease purchase 
of rough lumber from the portable mills» The portable mills were then 
forced to shut down or offer lower stumpage prices to the woodland 
owners (2), Under such uncertain market conditions the incentive for 
good woodlot management is lessened and the old destructive practice of 
"cut and get out" is prolongedo 
CHAPTER III 
THE SmmG PROCESS 
It can be said; with a high degree of certainty,5, that the selling; 
or marketinĝ  procese is the most critical operation encountered in 
small woodland management „ In the sale of raw wood productsj, or stumps 
age, the productiTe purpose of forestry is fulfilledo Howererj the 
process of selling has additional implicationŝ  for the manner in which 
forest products are sold often determines the future monetary produc­
tivity of a given holdingo 
In the process of converting raw foreat producti into finished 
goodSj more value may be lost through indifferent marketing than through 
mismanagement of the logging operation or manufacturing process (3ii)o 
Loss of value through, indifferent̂  uninformed̂  or untime'ly marketing 
represents needless waste for the amll forest owner„ Experience in 
many parts of the country seems to indicate that loss of value through 
poor marketing technique may be a cosmon characteristic of most small 
private tiinber transactions, 
Mieh of the reason for this lose cf value has been placed on the 
unequal bargaining strength found between woodland owners and their 
market jutletSo Unequal bargaining strength exists for several reagonSo 
Since sale of timber or harvested raw wood products is a sideline enter­
prise with most small forest ownersj it is not surprising that their 
knowledge of markets and timber values ie limitedo Mien sales are in­
frequent woodlot owners have little opportunity to gain experience in 
13 
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marketing. A study in California showed that? 
Previous marketing experience and some familiarity with logging 
are important in developing timber marketing abilities, . . « 
Usually sales are made at irregular^ infrequent intervalsi many 
otmerSs thereforej are slow in accumulating experience, and 
have no contact with the market for considerable periods of 
time (Teeguarden, fi- 1959^32). 
Inexperience or imperfect knowledge of the market are not the 
only causes of unequal bargaining strength, however. It may also be 
found where (a) the buyer is financially strong and well established, 
(b) the seller is weak due to the small size of his operations and/or 
is under continued pressure to increase his income, or (c) both condi­
tions exist simultaneously (25)» Under such circumstances the landowner 
is under compulsion to sell, but the buyer is under no pressure to buy 
at any given time. 
Usually buyers of such unstandardized products as logs and stump-
age have a much better idea of their market value than do sellers. 
Often each transaction, particularly in stumpage sales, is treated as 
an isolated case, with the buyer striving for the maximum margin and 
the final selling price depending upon the sales resistance of the 
seller (12), 
A seller's weak financial situation may place him at a disadvan­
tage by forcing him to sell for immediate cash. Rather than hold his 
timber for a more favorable price, he may have to sell when the market 
demand is low. The need for immediate cash payment may exclude him 
from certain markets, i,e,, a large mill that may schedule harvesting 
at some later date (12). Conversely, a financially sound owner with an 
outside income, may defer hia timber harvest until a time when the mar­
ket price is favorable. 
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Reasons for Selling 
Throughout the country small private timber transactions are 
often characterized by the prominent position of the buyer. Exceptions 
to this general occurrence can be found in the northeastern states, 
where buyers initiated less than one-fourth of the sales (26), and in 
northern Idaho vhere sellers initiated half of the sales (17)« However, 
studies in California (9), Illinois (20), and Michigan (22) have shown 
that the buyer's offer was usually the most important factor in initiat­
ing a timber sale. In one study (36), where the buyer contacted the 
seller two-thirds of the time, the decision to sell timber was arrived 
at when the opportunity to sell arose. Apparently, timber owners in 
this area had given little forethought to the potential value of their 
timber or other market possibilities. 
One study in California found that? "The owner, as a seller, is 
essentially a passive marketing agent whose fortunes are inordinately 
connected with the opportunities offered the buyer" (Casamajor, et al., 
196001)0 In the same stuc^, some sellers were as interested in having 
a road built as th^ were in the tiaiber sale, taking a lower stumpage 
price in exchange for this service. James (22), in Mchigan, found that 
the decision to sell was based mostly on an attractive offer from a 
buyer or on the owner's need for cash. The decision to sell was based 
on maturity of the timber and other timber management factors only one-
fourth of the time. A stuc^ in Pennsylvania (8) found timber maturity 
and the need of cash for current expenses as the two reasons most fre­
quently given for selling timber. 
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In the above studiesj, the low incidence of timber sales based en 
timber maturitj or timber management factors pro\''idei some indication 
of the degree to which small private forest owners are motivated by for­
est management considerations in selling their timber« Where timber 
management motivee are absent from the selling motive it is quite likely 
that the woodland owner has jeopardized his future income for the sake 
of immediate gain. 
Acceptance of the Buyer's Offer 
In the sale of timber products^ such unstandardized commoditiee 
as logSj cordwoodj, and stumpage are subject to a wide range of valuesi 
in any transaction the price of these products may depend upon such 
factors as species, quality, quantity offered, potential use, and the 
degree of buyer competition in a given area,, Mth so many variables 
affecting the price of his product it is difficult for the seller to 
evaluate the offers of his potential buyers, particularly when hie mar­
ket contacts are infrequent and the number of buyers is limitedo For 
this reason, an owner contemplating a sale of timber must investigate 
his potential market thoroughly and obtain several price offers in order 
to receive fair value for his products 
The nature of forest products often makes it impossible to bring 
the product and a group of potential buyers together, particularly when 
the quantity offered is email and the distances involved are great<> 
Consequently, woodland owners are likely to neglect this phase of mar­
keting and accept the offer of the first potential buyers this is very 
likely where the buyer is initiating the sale and the forest owner is 
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the passive marketing agent (12)o It maj also applj in areae where 
there is little competition between buyers« 
In Michigan^ James (22)^ in a study of pulpwood sales on both 
farm and non=farm holdings^ found that nearly all were concluded xjith 
a single price bid. Farmers were likely to accept the first offer madeo 
Non-farm owners^ due to distance from their holdings and the pressure 
of other interests were likely to accept a single bido Only those 
owners who depended upon timber income for most of their earnings were 
likely to seek more than one bid,. 
In Idahos, offers from more than one buyer resulted in a signif­
icantly higher priceo The final selling price wae directly related to 
the nuniDer of bids receivedo Here^ alsoj higher prices were received 
when the timber owner contacted the buyer and initiated his own sale 
(17) o 
The reliability of the buyer^ or his willingness to carry out 
the terms of the sale^ is an important consideration in most sections 
of the country.. In the northeastern region^ reliability was only slight­
ly less important than the offer of the best prlcei these two reasons 
accounted for iil per cent of the sales« Buyer reliability was the prime 
reason for selection in New England, where timber sales from small pri­
vate holdings are a long established practice (26), In Galiforniaj 
higher selling pidces were obtained where the buyer was chosen on the 
basis of good reputation^ pergonal relationship^ and previous business 
relationship (36)0 
In sales of stumpage rather than severed products^ a reputable 
buyer is especially important^ not only for obtaining a fair price^ but 
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for maintaining the future productivity of the timber stando An oimer 
who accepts a good price^ only to find his residual stand damaged and 
his land scarred erosion is sacrificing his potential income,. A 
little extra effort in choosing a reputable buyer or logger can result 
in increased future income and greater owner satisfactiono 
Determination of Price 
In negotiating the sale of forest products the conditions of a 
good trangaction must necessarily include a fair price for the commodity 
soldo Just what is meant by a "fair" price is a complex question based 
upon variables that the small forest owner is unable to evaluate. As a 
small producer of a homogeneous productj the individual landowner may 
make every effort to secure the "going" pidce^ but there ie little he 
can do to influence that price. The primary price making forces are 
outside of the influence of the small woodland owner (l7)o 
Price determination has been characterized by lack of competitive 
bidding, wide variation in condition of sales, and no generally applic­
able market price (36)0 In any given transaction prices may be subject 
to buyer competition^ distance from a manufacturing pointy quantity and 
quality of the commodityj and the current condition of the lumber market» 
Bruce (6) found that market conditions for lumber exerted a major 
influence on eawlog prices, to which supply conditions would adjust» 
Prices did not have distinct seasonal movements^ nor were they greatly 
influenced ty logging conditions or the volume of logs available for 
saleo He did note a distinct relationship between prices paid for saw-
logs and the distance to a market centero In eastern Washington, prices 
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decreased at an average rate of six cents per mile otit to a distance of 
sixty mile80 
Often prices in limited local areas are subject to forces pecu­
liar to that areao In the Flathead valley of Montana^ where small land­
owners depend heavily on portable sawmills^ stumpage prices were nego­
tiated between sawmill operators and woodlot owners, and depended upon 
the degree of competition among the small sawmills at any given time (2)„ 
A study in Pennsylvania (8), where a majority of sales involved mixed 
hardwood species, showed that higher prices were paid for individual 
species sold for some specific use^ 
It is quite likely that some relationship exigts between the ex­
pectation of satisfactory prices and the incentive toward good forest 
managements although it is also possible that high prices may induce 
overcutting in the short run.. 1 study in northern Idaho showed that 
those owners who had received higher prices in the past were more likely 
to have future plans for continued forest production (17)» It is likely 
that those who received the higher prices were those whose interest led 
them to seek out the better buyersj and were therefore motivated toward 
better management from the start» Miile the owner has little direct 
control over the prices he receives, he can improve his chances of ob­
taining a good price by seeking bids from several buyers and by attempt­
ing to locate the best market for his particular producto 
Basis of Payment 
In selling forest productSj a forest owner receives payment based 
upon the volume, or quantity of timber that he sellso In this respect 
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timber sales appear to resemble transactions of most other raw materials« 
However^ the determination of actual timber voltime is a non-standardized 
procedure which varies from regl,on to region and is not readily under­
stood ty the forest landowner. In many instances a woodland owner may 
have only a remote idea of the volume he is actually sellingo 
Determination of volume is arrived at by one of three means? 
scaling^ cruising^ or buyer's estiraateo Of these methods^ cruising is 
least often used on small private holdingso Scaling is undoubtedly most 
commonJ although many stumpage sales are sold on the basis of the buyer's 
estimate.. Each of these methods is capable of deceiving an unwary land-
own ero 
Scaling, while potentially the most accurate means of determining 
volumej, is subject to inherent errorso In addition to the inherent log 
rule errorSj, an unscrupulous buyer may intentionally give a "short" 
scale. It has not been uncoranon for some buyers to quote an attractive 
price per unit and then under-scale the volume purchaaedi lately this 
practice seems to be declining., In a atu(^ in Washington (I4.), Bruce 
found that owners were wary of an attractive price offering. Instead, 
th^ would sell to a sawmill that was known for a fair scale and one that 
would accept some low quality logs along with the high quality materials. 
In California, owners preferred scaling aa a basis of payment, 
particularly if some recognition for good grade recovery was given in 
the form of increased price (36), In this area log grading was not a 
standard practice and mills purchased on a set price per unit| however, 
good grade would increase the price per unit in some cases. Grading of 
logs on the basis of quality is an accepted practice in some sections 
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of the conntry^ particularly in the hardwood furniture and veneer re­
gions., According to Duerr and ?au.x (1953?373)s "The purpose of a tree 
or log grading t^stem is to facilitate accurate description of the raw 
material „ „ o by sorting it into groups that are reasonably homogene­
ous wi.th respect to valueo" For a forest owner^ grading is a beneficial 
practice since it results in more equitable prices and provides an in­
centive to produce quality materials, A Pennsylvania study (8) has 
shown that the prices of ungraded forest products tend to be fixed by 
the poorest quality material in the lot. By attempting to find markets 
that pay on the basis of gradej, a landowner can increase his returns 
considerablyo 
Gimising, as a means of determining volume prior to a sale of 
timberJ appears to be an uncommon practice on small private holdingso 
In the northeastern etateSj approximately two-thirds of all sales were 
made without pre-sale knowledge of the volume being sold (26)» In 
northern IdahOj, only 6 per cent of the owners had volume data deter­
mined by a cruise (17).. Apparentlyj most landowners do not think such 
volume information is needed^ since all states furnish a certain amount 
of free forestiy assistance to small private owners if they request it, 
and pre-sale volume information could be easily obtainedo James (22) 
found few Mchigan pulpwood sales preceded by a volume estimatei he 
concluded that this was not necessarily a poor marketing practice since 
owners were paid on the basis of the volume removed rather than on a 
lump gumj or buyer's estimate basiso 
Iiump sums buyer's estimate sales account for a large propor­
tion of small private saless although their number has undoubtedly been 
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declining in recent years., In a lump sum sale the landowner is given a 
lump sum price for his timber, rather than a fixed price per unite The 
volume sold is usually based upon the buyer's estimate^ often an ocular 
estimate^ and consequently may vary considerably from the actual volume 
removed, Historicallyj small private forest owners have lost much of 
their forest products income by accepting such sales. The practice is 
still prevalent in some areaSo In the Northeast, a majority of stumpage 
buyers used an ocular estimate in procuring timber from private holdings 
smaller than 500 acres in size (2?). 
One-third of fifty-five sales studied in California were sold on 
a lump sum basis (9). However^ of these only half were based upon an 
ocular estimateI the other half were based upon a known timber cruise 
and were therefore based upon a known pre-sale volume,. In this area some 
owners preferred lump sum sales since th^ could receive payment before 
the timber was harvested« 
When based upon inadequate knowledge of volume lump sum sales 
depend entirely upon the integrity of the buyer» When based upon a re­
liable cruise or a tally of marked timber^ however, lump sum sales 
possess certain advantages for a small landowner., Th^ may be desirable 
when an owner sells small volumes at infrequent intervals and cannot 
afford the costs of scaling (36)0 By having his timber cruised, the 
woodland owner has an intelligent basis for evaluating a buyer's lump 
sum offer, % accepting a lump sura offer without knowing the volume 
being sold, the owner, in effect, allows the buyer to establish his own 
price. An owner who sells timber in this manner obviously surrenders a 
good share of his potential return throu^ his own indifference. 
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Type of Agreement Used 
Timber sales from SKiall private holdings seem to be characterized 
by a high frequency of verbal agreemente goireming the terms of the sale, 
litoile some authorities (36) suggest that this indicates a casual approach 
to marketings another (17) maintains that the high frequency of verbal 
agreements results from a high frequency of sales at the roadside or millo 
The distinction is important„ In the case of stumpage sales written con­
tracts are necessary to delineate the rights and responsibilities of each 
of the parties^ in sales of products the owner himself has harvested 
written agreements are usually unnecessary and may add to the costs of 
marketingo As some authorities have stated§ 
A timber sale contract is an important feature of a stumpage saleo 
As a legal instrument it establishes the rights^ liabilities^ and 
performance requirements of both buyer and seller^ Such a con­
tract can also be a tool in forest management^ as specific provi­
sions can be made covering method of logging, fire prevention^ 
selection of trees to be cut^ and slash disposalo Experience 
o « o shows that a written contract provides little or no protec­
tion to the seller unless it is prepared with adequate knowledge 
of legal and forestry considerations and unless there is effective 
supervision of the sale (Casamajorj et 1960§32)o 
A stuc^ of two hundred stumpage sale contracts in California (9) 
showed that the legal aspects of selling timber were regarded casually 
by most owners» Their contracts were characterized by what they failed 
to includes definition of timber to be cut^ utilization standards^ as­
signability , responsibility for fire protection and slash disposal, and 
other important legal considerations,. However, the fact that some sort 
of written agreement existed^ however informal, resulted in increased 
protection for both buyer and seller and a higher sales priceo 
In most areaSs written contracts tend to be associated with a 
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higher selling price, possibly because an owner who attempts to protect 
himself with a written agreement puts greater effort into finding a 
reputable buyer. In the state of Washington^ howeverj, the opposite was 
truei use of a written contract did not increase sales prices although 
it possibly increased the net scale 'ty speciQring a minimum top diame-
tero It may have lowered the price slightly by restricting the choice 
of buyerso The end result of a written agreement seems to have had 
more effect on the owner's peace of mind and the future productivity of 
his holding than it did on his selling price (h)" 
Mhere written agreements are used they are not encouraged exclu­
sively by forest o-^vmersp buyers often originate contracts to protect 
their own interests in their supply of raw material and to prevent ac­
tion by forest owners seeking to recover for dasiages caused during 
logging. To an inexperienced personj, a tract of timber often appears 
devastated for several years following logging and small private owners 
unfamiliar with logging requirements may seek to recover for the appar= 
ent damages o Whether mentioned in a contract or not 5, the logger has 
implied rights to build skid roadSj perform grading^ and damage some 
trees and grass in the performance of his job (lit)o 
While some damage is incidental to logging^ the logger Is always 
liable for negligent damage and failure to perform in a workmanlike 
manner if stipulated in the contract0 However, in the absence of state 
forest practice laws, negligence and poor workmanship may be difficult 
to prove and substantial judgments against loggers for poor workmanship 
are rare ilk)» Since the landowner always has the duty to mitigate 
damages, a well=drawn contract will not eliminate the need for super­
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vision of the logging operationo However^ by making contracts specific 
as to desired performancej exercising supervision of the sale^ and 
choosing a reputable buyer from the startj, a forest owner can do much 
to insure the ^ccessful performance of his stumpage saleso 
CHAPTER I? 
POINT OF SALE 
In selling timber from their woodlandsj landowners commonly have 
two choices! th^ may sell the standing timber as stumpage<, or th^ may 
do their own logging and sell the timber products at the roadside or 
raillo Under either method an owner may obtain fair value for hie pro­
ducts and continue to have a productive forest. Either method^ performed 
without provision for good forest practices can cause needless loss of 
both present and potential income„ 
Under any circumstances the sale of timber is important to for­
est managements not only because it changes a resource to a useful raw 
materials but because it involves the major cultural operation in the 
life of the timber stand» Loggings properly done, perpetuates and im­
proves the timber stando "When performed without skill or without know­
ledge of silviculture, logging can be an agent of destractions reducing 
the productive capability of the forest for decades„ 
Studies have shown that the method which timber is golds 
whether stumpage sale^ or by sale at the roadside or millc, often de­
termines the character of the timber harvest and consequentlys the con­
dition of the woodland following the harvest. The method of sale can 
be a key issue in determining the cutting practices used as well as the 
prices received (it). Of the two typee^ stumpage sales are most often 
criticized as being detrimental to small woodland management., 
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Stumpage Sales 
Stumpage sales are those in which cutting rights to a deaignated 
stand of timber^ or selected trees within a stand are sold to a buyerc 
The buyer is responsible for harvesting the timber and transporting the 
logs or cordwood to a Biill« Under ncrmal circumstances, title passes 
to the buyer when the timber is severed from the stumpo The seller is 
paid on the basis of the volume removed or a previously agreed upon 
lump sum price. 
Objections to stumpage sales arise when the landowner yields his 
prerogatives to the buyer^ either by failing to exercise control over 
the harvesting operation^ or by accepting less than fair market value 
for his timbero Stumpage sales in themaelvea are not necessarily dam-
agingi however^ lack of supervision or contractual guarantees may make 
them damaging.. As some authorities have stateds 
The sale of standing timber is more than the simple exchange 
of a comsaodity» The effects of logging on the residual stand 
and the balance of the property » « o and accuracy of scaling 
have great impact on the net benefits of the sale to the land­
owner (Teeguarden, £t aloj 1960g39)o 
Miile it is necessary to know the hazards involvedj, it is import­
ant to realize that stumpage sales, in some cases, may be necessary or 
even desirableo In many cases the need arises due to the landowner's 
lack of knowledge of proper harvesting techniques and/or lack of 
equipment (12)» Absentee owners, in particular, may lack both the 
equipment, skills and time required to perform their own loggingo In 
some instances an owner in weak financial condition may lack the work­
ing capital needed to purchase equipment, hire help, etco| his only 
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alternative is to sell stumpage» In this case his weak financial con­
dition hae forced him to sell his timber by the least profitable means 
(12). 
Studies in California (9? 36) have shown that few small private 
owners have the equipment or skills necessary to perform their own 
loggingo Over 8$ per cent of all eales studies were made on the stumpj 
mainly because owners lacked equipment heavy enough to handle the large 
timber of that area., Contributing factors were infrequent salesj and 
pressure of other interests on the cimer's timeo 
In other areas of the country the frequency of stumpage sales 
tends to be lower, undoubtedly due to the fact that smaller-sized trees 
are easier for the average landowner to handleo James (22), in Mchigan 
found that farmers only sold one-fourth of their pulpwood as stumpage, 
but sold almost all sawtimber in this manner» He concluded that the 
small size and low value of pulpwood stumpage encouraged farmers to do 
their own pulpwood harvesting during slack winter periods» Similarly, 
Bruce (Ii) noted a tendency for stumpage sales to increase as the volume 
available for sale increasedo Contract loggers were reluctant to pur­
chase small volumes resulting from improvement or partial cuttingso 
Th^ preferred stumpage sales where all merchantable timber could be 
removed» 
Therein lies one of the common objections to stumpage sales« 
Stumpage sales often result in all merchantable volume being removed^ 
landowners doing their own logging were more likely to lightly partial 
cut or salvage log (l|.)o Obviously, the tendency toward overcutting is 
much more likely under stumpage salesj particularly if the merchantable 
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timber is not well marked and the logging operation is unsupervised by 
the omiero 
James (22) substantiates thiSo He found that most farmers" 
stumpage sales were unsupervlaedo None of their contracts contained 
provisions for protecting the residual stando Farmers failed to specify 
a ndniraum diameter limits nor did they obeerve one themselves unless 
required to do so by a purchaaero Non-farm ownersj while failing to 
supervise cutting on their holdings due to absentee ownership, were 
more likely to specify diameter limits and other conditions to protect 
their holdings. 
In selling their timber as stumpage, small forest owners are 
likely to have difficulty in judging its fair market value» Since 
stumpage value depends upon such variable factors as distance to a mill, 
ease of loggings etCoj the means of determining stumpage price may be 
too complex for many owners (l2)o However^ a landowner who is conscious 
of hie own costs^ and gaine experience through frequent sales, should 
be able to evaluate stumpage prices well enough to recognize a good 
offer. Prices paid for federal, etate, or other private stumpage often 
furnish an indication of the range of prices in a given locality,, The 
owner willing to investigate his market in advance can undoubtedly en­
hance his chances of receiving fair market value» 
Other difficulties arise over performance of the logging opera­
tion by the person buying the stumpage« In the absence of contractual 
provisions and adequate supervision an owner has little recourse against 
a careless or unreliable loggero Mien a woodland is left in a devastated 
state the logger ie usually given the blame when actually, the landowner 
is responsible^ either through lack of supervision,, or failure to pre­
pare an adequate contract or choose a reputable buyero Loggers have 
coiaplained that owners are^ in some casesj, overly concerned over log­
ging damage and are unsympathetic wi.th the loggers' viewpoint (7)o 
This may be truSj particularly when the landowner has had no previous 
experience with logging and faile to understand the reproductive capa­
bility of forest lando While abuses are common, much of the misunder­
standing could be eliminated if landowners obtain technical forestry 
assistance beforehand» 
A variation of the stumpage sale exists that should be mentioned 
for its questionable value to small woodland managemento Miile not 
commonj this practice involves a sale of standing timber in which title 
to the timber passes to the buyer prior to the time when logging takes 
placeg the owner retains title to the land but sells the standing tim­
ber as real property o Supposedlyj, the fact that the landowner knows 
the sale price prior to cutting gives him an advantage he lacks when 
selling on the basis of actual volume removed (26)„ Howeverj it con­
tains an obvious pitfall for the seller^ the buyer is more likely to be 
aware of the actual volume and value of any timber in a given tract and 
•Kdll adjust his price accordingly^ The seller is also free of any re­
sponsibility for woods operationsi, a dubious advantage^ since he also 
relinquishes control over cutting for the contract period» It is ad­
vantageous to the buyer in that he gains greater control over his 
source of supply and can harvest according to his needs» From the 
point of view of the forest owner^ this would seem to be an undesirable 
means of selling tiidser,, 
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Roadside or Mil Sales 
As distingaished from stumpage salesj roadside or mill sales are 
sales in which the landowner performs his own logging and sells timber 
at a mill or some other delivery point ench as a roadside or railroad 
siding. For the woodland owner with the time, logging skill, and neces­
sary eqtilpmentj this method has definite advantages and is usually en­
couraged by those familiar with the small woodland situation,, 
performing his own logging, the owner invests time and money 
in converting his standing tintoer into raw material» Consequently, he 
is able to retain a greater share of the timber sale proceeds for him­
self, proceeds that would otherwise accrue to others in the form of 
wages, margin for profit and risk, and. In some cases, pure profits In 
some areasj the difference between stumpage sales and roadside sales 
may be as much as ten to fifteen dollars per thousand board feet (20)o 
For farmers J, or other landowners who have slack periods during the year, 
logging their own woodlots may provide a profitable use of both time 
and equipmento 
1 study in New England showed that woodland owners could make 
three to four times as much per cord by doing their own logging rather 
than selling marked stumpage (l5)o Another stu(^ in the Northeast (26) 
concluded that Hew England owners increased their returns per unit sold 
by avoiding stumpage sales^ at the same time, owners in the Mddle At­
lantic states selling stumpage, received less value for their timbero 
An additional advantage gained through owner harvesting is better 
control of damage to the residual stand. In some cases, this advantage 
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may be more apparent than real,, A skillful logger, performing under a 
written agreeraentj may do less damage than a novice landowner^ However, 
when woodland owners have a financial interest, and often an aesthetic 
interest, in their property, it is likely that those owners conscious 
of timber values would exercise better care than the average loggero 
In addition to a certain amount of logging skill, a successful 
owner-logger should know the raw material specifications used in his 
locality in order to receive maxiimim value for his effortso For this 
reason, a New York authority (21) has stated that small woodland owners 
should leave logging to the loggers, who are both skilled and familiar 
with raw material standards» While this my be necessary in some hard­
wood specialty regions^ most landowners are not selling to a market 
requiring complex specificationso The average pulpwood or sawtimber 
sale involves little more than requirements for minimum size, percent­
age of sound wood, and desired species| such standards are within the 
capability of most woodland ownerSo To avoid making costly mistakes, 
however, an owner should secure a market and know the market specifi­
cations prior to performing ary loggingo 
CHAPTER V 
USE OF MARKETING ASSISTANCE 
It has long been acknowledged that aTiccessful management of small 
private holdings requires, above all else^ the education and motivation 
of the landowner o Toward this goal^ various programs 5, both public and 
privateJ have been organized in recent years to provide forest owners 
with conservation education and technical aesistance, Miile such as­
sistance has generally been oriented toward applied silviculture and 
general forest management, some efforts have been made to improve the 
marketing abilities of the forest ownero 
Types of Assistance Available 
As early as \92hi forest management assistance was provided to 
farmers through the Clarke-lfcNary Acto This was a federal program ad­
ministered the Extension Service of the U<, So Department of Agricul­
ture» On-the-'ground assistance is carried on ty extension foresters 
working through county agriculture agents. The extension forestry 
program was based on the idea that farmers would practice good forestry 
if the benefits and techniques were mde known to them (35)<. Since the 
potential need for forestry assistance far exceeded the scope of this 
program^ results in terms of good forest practice were slow in comingi 
however, extension forestry undoubtedly provided the groundwork for 
later assistance efforts (35) <> 
The most significant effort toward assistance since that time, 
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3h 
and probably more effective^ hai been the program provided by the Coop­
erative Forest Management Act of 19^0o This act provided federal-state 
cooperative assistance to all small forest owners^ both farmers and 
non-farmers» The actual technical assistance is provided by service 
foresters eraplqyed by state forestry departments^ th^ are locally as­
signed and work directly mth the landowner» The functions of a service 
forester are sumnarized as followi? 
The service forester provides on-the-gronnd advice or assistance 
concerning forest management, including timber marketings This 
marketing assistance covers such matters as volume deterndnationj 
marking tiiiber for cutting^ finding and selecting a buyers price 
information^ contractual arrangements^, and administering the saleo 
The function of the service forester is to develop the owner's 
interest in forest managements advise and assist him in initiating 
management practices^, supply needed informationc, and tc encourage 
him to follow good forest practice,, The direct conduct of these 
activities is carried on "ty the owner^ not by the service forester 
(Teeguardenj, et 1960sij.8)o 
Normally, service foresters are limited to a few days of free assistance 
to each forest owneri owners of tracts that are too big to service in 
that time^ or those where good management is already in progress^ are 
referred to private consulting foresters» Since the GFM program began^ 
approximately forty million acres^ representing about 15 per cent of 
the total small forest acreages, have been brought under better manage­
ment (35)0 
Additional public forestry assistance is advanced to farmers 
through their local Soil Conservation Districtso Woodland management 
is encouraged as part of the total farm management piano The work of 
the SCS work unit conservationists tends to be similar to that performed 
by service foresters^ although it probably involves less technical for-
estryo "Where farmers require extensive assistance^ they are referred 
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to service foresters (35). 
Undoubtedly, few small private holdings are located where they 
are unable to be served by a service forester. However, since service 
foresters are limited both in the number of days they can spend with 
one owner and in the size of the holding they can adequately serve, 
owners often require additional assistance. In most parts of the coun­
try forest owners can hire a professional consulting forester to handle 
all or part of their forest management needs. 
Consulting foresters perform a variety of functions, including 
marketing and sales administration, and will usually take complete 
charge of all forest management activities on a fee basis. Consultants 
seem to work mostly on tracts larger than one hundred acres in size, 
since a fairly large volume of timber is required to justify their em­
ployment (35). For the owner with a sizable holding, and little time 
to carry on his own management, the management and marketing services 
furnished by the consultant can prove very satisfactoiy. 
In some areas, local wood-using industries, particularly pulp 
and paper companies, furnish a full range of management services to 
private forest owners. In return for such assistance the companies 
request the right to bid first on any sales from a given tract (l). 
Owners using this system are part of the company's "Tree Farm Family" 
and have a ready market for all of their timber. Indications are that 
this is a successful arrangement, furnishing a market for the landowners 
and maintaining a supply of raw material for the sponsoring company (l). 
In the northeastern states assistance is sometimes furnished to 
forest owners by hardwood specialty industries, such as furniture manu­
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facturers, cooperage plants^ and tool manufacturers« As quality hard­
woods have become scarce^ the number of industries furnishing this 
service has increased. Buyers for these companies inspect private 
timber before it is cut^ advising the owner which trees to harvest and 
which to retain (26).. Miile the total impact of such services is not 
greatj it can be a definite help in the marketing area served by these 
industrieso 
Degree to Which Aasistance is Used 
With the services of extension foresters, and state service for-
estersj as well as consultants^ available throughout the countiyj it 
would seem that small forest owners would make use of such assietanceo 
Studies have shown, however, that the proportion of forest owners using 
available assistance is actually quite low| a high percentage of owners 
are still unaware that such assistance exists, Jfeny owners, while 
aware that free public assistance is available, question the need for 
using ito 
A recent stucfy in California (9), where sturapage sales were pre­
dominant, showed that 73 per cent of the owners had no assistance in 
marketing their timber. Those tAio used assistance had often relied upon 
neighbors, friends, and buyers to furnish them with price information. 
Only a small percentage (17 per cent) had obtained information from ser­
vice foresters and private timber cruisers, ffeny who failed to obtain 
assistance were unaware that it was available, especially absentee own­
ers and those whose occupations were not related to forest ownership. 
The same situation existed in another part of California (36), 
Here 6? per cent had failed to obtain marketing assistancei half of 
these were aware that help could be obtained but did not deem it neces-
saiy. In the Northeast approximately half of the owners selling timber 
knew that assistance was availablei however^ the number of owners ac­
tually using such assistance was thought to be much lower (26)» 
As these studies indicate, many forest owners question the need 
for obtaining management or marketing assistanceo Little data exist 
to prove the value of such assistance! however, a study in the state of 
Washington indicates that professional services may result in long-term 
benefits rather than immediate gains» Here, timber sales made after 
receiving assistance sometimes resulted in a higher price, but there 
was no significant difference in price between these sales and sales 
made without assistance^ One of the more important services, marking 
timber for sale, may have lowered the selling pricej marking tended to 
reduce the volume and quality of the timber sold and resulted in higher 
unit costs of logging, especially with intermediate or partial cuttings 
(li). 
A California stuc^ (36), however, showed that the use of assist­
ance resulted in a significant increase in selling price (See Appendix, 
Table Y)„ This contradiction of the findings of the Washington stucfy 
can probably be explained by the difference in the average volume offered 
per individual sale in the two localities. In Washington, the average 
volume offered was 162,000 board feetj in the central Sierra Nevada re­
gion of California it was 570,000 board feet. These findings seem to 
indicate that the use of technical assistance favorably affects selling 
price as the volume offered for sale increases» This is a reasonable 
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assumption I as the volume available for sale increases the nuiriber of 
interested buyers should also increase» Professional assistance may-
then be of greater value in gaining concessions from potential buyerso 
These same findings suggest that a minimum sized volume exists 
below which the use of assistance does not materially affect selling 
priceo Professional assistance should still be beneficial^ however, in 
finding a reputable buyer^ preparing the contractj and designating the 
trees to be harvested (Ii.)o In such a case the use of technical assist­
ance would result in a long-term increase in the value of the holding 
rather than an immediate gain through the sale of tii±)ero 
Shortcomings of Available Assistance 
All of the recent studies of small private holdings indicate a 
generally low use of public assistance by forest owners= Since public 
forestry assistance is available to almost all owners, this low use 
suggests a weakness in the present approach, particularly when many 
owners felt such assistance was unnecessary« Some authorities (28, 35) 
have suggested that the weakness in the present ^stem lies in the em­
phasis on applied silviculture, rather than on efficient harvesting and 
marketing techniqueso 
As an exampleJ Flair (28) contrasts the eilvicultural approach 
used in this country with the approach used In the Scandanavlan coun­
tries., There, 75-90 per cent of public assistance for forest landowners 
is aimed at increasing growing and harvesting efficiencyc Silvicultural 
considerations are not neglected, nor are they emphasized over operat­
ing efficiencyo The aim of the Scandanavlan programs is to teach the 
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owner the techniques he needs to operate his own woodlands 
A subtle^ but important difference exists between this approach 
and that used in the United States. Here the emphasis seems to be on 
the desirability of practicing good silvicultureo Harvesting and oper­
ating techniques are taught but they are not emphasized as being the 
most important tools a forest owner needs to operate his own woodland. 
That silvicultural considerations are emphasized in this country 
is not surprising! our forestry assistance programs were born during a 
time when private woodlands were being overcut. Undoubtedly, many for­
esters and conservationists would have been adverse to teaching owners 
how to increase their harvesting efficiency„ 
Miile the conservationist objective may have been desirable thirty 
years ago, conditions today seem to indicate that the landowner needs 
more than an awareness of good silviculture,. He needs an incentive to 
operate his own holdings» He needs to be taught the techniques of log­
ging and use of equipment, and how to market his timber wisely,, Such 
knowledge will enable him to perform his own operations on his own land 
and will serve to increase his interest in his own holdingo 
TsB-thout doubt, there will always be a large nuniier of landowners 
with neither the ability nor the desire to operate their own woodlands. 
These people must be encouraged to rely heavily on professional assist­
ance, often to the point of having consulting foresters, or others, 
responsible for the management of their property. In the future, it 
is likely that these services will become more widespread^ For the 
present th^ should make use of professional assistance wherever it is 
economically feasible to do so. 
CHAPTER VI 
INSTITUTIONAL AIDS TO FOREST PROHJCTS MARKETING^ 
Since the early 1930's various attempts have been made to im­
prove the bargaining power,, or efficiency of the small forest owner in 
the marketo Rather than the individual approach taken by the public 
assistance programs^ these methods have sought to influence small for­
est owners as a group, either locally or over a fairly extensive area. 
Some of these efforts have failed, others are too recent to be fully 
evaluated^ but each has contributed to the knowledge of forest products 
marketing. 
Forest Products Cooperatives 
The first attempts to bring the benefite of large scale opera­
tion to the small forest owner took place in the early 1930's with the 
formation of the forest products cooperatives <, Rural landowners were 
the subject of much public attention during that period and forest co­
operatives were one of several publicly supported programs desired to 
improve the economic status of the rural resident. Since agricultural 
cooperatives had enjoyed a certain degree of successj it was thought 
that the idea of cooperative marketing could be applied to small wood­
lands » 
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"InstitutionalJ" used here in a limited sense, refers to formal^ 
organized efforts. It is recognized that the public technical assistance 
programs discussed in Chapter V are also institutional aids5 however, the 
distinction is made here to emphasize organized marketing efforts| rather 
than the broader, more inclusive area of forestry assistance in general, 
UO 
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Between 1935 and 19ij.lj.s fifty-seven forest cooperatives were in 
operation, almost all were located in the northeastern and Lake states 
(ll)= Ifost commonly, these were marketing associations! that is, their 
prime reason for existence was to market their members' forest products, 
although most had a corollary objective of improving the condition of 
their members® woodlands. A few processing cooperatives were formedj 
these were cooperatives that possessed sawmills and were able to market 
finished lumber. For a long while it appeared that processing coopera­
tives had the best foundation for long-term success. 
M)st forest cooperatives were established tjith the aid of long-
term loans from the Resettlement Administration or the Farm Security 
Administration5 all depended heavily upon public agencies for manager­
ial and technical assistance. The moving force behind them was often 
the local .extension forester rather than the landowners themselves. In 
time this heavy reliance on outside assistance contributed to their 
decline. 
Prior to World War II the forest cooperatives operated with 
mixed success? after that period few were able to survive. The buyer's 
market that had provided the incentive for cooperative effort changed 
xd.th the outbreak of the xijar. Individual owners were able to obtain 
high prices without the aid of the cooperative. In addition, the de­
mand for greater food production and the general labor shortage caused 
landowners to devote less time to their timberlands. Finally, when 
the public agency foresters were called into military service^ the 
major cohesive force was lost and member interest lagged (3). 
In the years following World War II the need for cooperative 
Ii2 
effort became less acute» Increaeing population growthj better trans­
portation facilitiesj and better commanications had opened more markets 
for forest products. While the small forest owner was not without his 
marketing problems^ there were few areas in the country where market 
outlets were not available. 
In many ways cooperatives failed due to weaknessee in their own 
establishments To survive the competition with expanding private in-
dustrdes cooperatives needed managerial talent that their limited re­
sources could not attract. Public servants could not hold them together 
indefinitely. Capital requirements were one of the most limiting fac­
tors. Where cooperatives had relied on government loans^ repayment 
added a heavy burden to their operation. In addition5, where mat^r mem­
bers' lands were poorly stocked^ it was difficult to show enough return 
to maintain member interest. 
While inherent weakness in the cooperative organization contri= 
buted to the decline^ much of the difficulty was caused by the members 
themselves. The close association and frequent member contact found in 
agricultural cooperatives was missing due to the infrequent nature of 
timber harvest (35). Many owners were unskilled in harvesting methods, 
and in some cases, would not cariy out their own logging and timber 
culture operations (3^). 
In 1961, one of the most successful of processing cooperatives^ 
the Itsego Forest Products Cooperative Association^ located in New Tork^ 
went out of business after 26 years of operation. From the etartj many 
members had been reluctant to do their own logging. The Association 
was forced to initiate a log^ng service in order to meet its raw 
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material needSo In the long run this proved to be a costly service and 
a contribtiting factor in the failiire of the Association| other factors 
were the lack of member interest and failure of the mill to modernize 
and compete with the more mechanized private mills in the area (23)» 
Mien any of the cooperatives failed^ lack of member interest has 
usually been cited as a principal cause» The difficulty in maintaining 
member interest is supposedly a result of infrequent sales and income 
from any given holding. One authority (30), however, suggests that the 
reason may be more basic than thiSo Successful cooperative effort re­
quires members to share responsibilities and surrender some of their 
rights as individuals. Since rural landowners have functioned as inde­
pendent, competitive producers for a long time, th^ may be unwilling 
to yield their individual prerogatives to group effort, particularly 
when forest products furnish a minor part of their income. In order to 
succeed in a cooperative, forest owners must modify their old ways of 
thinking; while this may be possible it would necessarily occur only 
over a long period of time„ 
In many cases it is likely that a woodland owner would be un­
willing to confine his market to a cooperative, particularly if the 
woodland furnished a good share of his income and other markets were 
available,. Undoubtedly, this occurred to some degree in recent years 
as forest products industries expanded into new areas» 
In addition to the expansion of markets, the services available 
to the individual owner increased considerably with the Cooperative 
Forest Ifenagement program and the gradual growth of consulting forestry. 
In some areas the forest industries began to provide services to small 
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landowiers in an effort to maintain a local aupply of raw material„ 
Each of these developments contributed to a decreased need for cooper­
ative effort. 
The best example of a successful cooperative today is the Au 
Sable Forest Products Association in Michigan^ in 1961 its sales totaled 
$1136,000 and average member income was over $1,100 (l6) „ However, the 
biggest factor in its success is the fact that it does not have to rely 
upon its members' lands for raw material^ the Au Sable Association pur­
chases national forest stumpage and markets pulpwood= It continues to 
operate as one of the few remaining forest products cooperatives in the -
countryo 
Although a few successful examples survive, it is unlikely that 
the cooperative movement in forestry will ever achieve the promise that 
was forecast in the 1930'So While the idea may have been sounds the 
conditions under which it was fostered have changed considerably and 
the need for cooperative effort has diminished« 
fenagement Service Associations 
During the post-war period two new asiociations arose that were 
distinctly different from those formed before the waro Both operate in 
New England! both have been financed through private capital« One is 
known as the New England Forestry Foundation, the other as Connwood, 
Inco Th^ are primarily management service associations, formed to 
manage the lands of owners who were favorable toward good forestjy but 
were unable to practice it due to the pressure of other interests« Most 
of the woodlands served by these two groups are owned by people who work 
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in a city and live in the country^ rather than farmers (35)» 
Both Connwoodj Inco^ and the New England Forestry Foundation 
provide marketing services^ although neither owns processing facilitieso 
Although privately financed^ Connwoodj, Incoj is chartered as a coopera­
tive and the New England Forestry Foundation is organized as a non­
profit service corporation,, Both have operated successfully for the 
past several yearso In 195? Connwood returned approximately $110^000 
to its meinberei the NoEoFoF, earned $168^000 during the same period (35)» 
The operation of these two associations has emphasized the im­
portance of adequate financing and good management to this type of an 
organizationo Significantly^, neither association hai depended upon 
active member participationo Rather, the owner-members preferred to 
have hired association personnel perform the actual woods operations 
and deduct the harvesting costs from the sale of their timbero This 
was a departure from the type of cooperative group effort that the 
earlier associations had encouragedo To date Connwoodj Inco, and the 
New England Forestry Foundation have been the best examples of success­
ful group effort in handling the small private forest» Their approach 
has provided the benefits of large scale operation while maintaining 
individual ownership (35)= 
Price Reporting 
One of the more recent aids to forest products marketing in some 
areas has been the periodic reporting of forest product prices» Wiile 
not extensive in operation, price reporting has been used in several 
states to some degree and has been advocated on a national basis» 
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There are two basic types of price reporting| that which reports 
current prices of harvested products in selected areas and that which 
reports the current value of standing tiiiiber. It is the latter type 
that has been advocated on a national basis by Senator Hubert Humphry 
and others through Senate Bill No^ originally introduced in the 
Senate in 195? (32). However, this type of price reporting has never 
existed in practice, and objections to it are widespread^ 
In general, objections to federal stumpage price reporting take 
two formss (a) It is unneeded and undesirable since it represents an 
attempt to control forest products prices through federal intervention 
(32), and (b) it is not feasible because the variables which deterndne 
stumpage value are too complex to resolve in a price reporting ^stem 
(39). The first objection is largely a matter of personal opinion and 
can neither be confirmed, nor denied^ The second objection is based 
upon evident facts and is worthy of considerationo 
The factors that determine stumpage price on any given timber 
sale are variable, not only between local market areas, but between 
individual sales, Stumpage price depends upon such factors as species, 
quality, and accessibility of a given tract of tiirber, as well as ease 
of logging, the amount of road construction needed and the current 
market demand for timber (39).. To resolve these differences not only 
between individual timber sales, but between different localities would 
indeed be a monumental accomplishment. 
An additional objection has been advanced from the point of view 
of the woodland owner| price reporting may be unwanted by those holding 
timber subject to tax assessment (I8), Price reporting could result in 
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increased ad valorem or severance taxes. Frequent reminders of market 
value may induce some owners to liquidate their tiniser,, However^ ae 
one authority (l8) states? "Such views seem out of harmony with the 
American tradition of unobstructed choice based on equal knowledge of 
the market place 
While stumpage price reporting has never been put into practice^ 
several states have periodically furnished woodland owners with price 
information for products such as sawlogs, polesj and pulpwoodo One of 
the more successful examples of this type of effort is the report used 
in the state of Washington, published quarterly by the Washington Crop 
Reporting Service. 
A stuc^sr (5) of owners receiving this report has shown that it 
has both desirable and undesirable effects<. It was desirable in that 
it encouraged management activity, enhanced equal bargaining strength 
on the part of the landowner, and provided needed information to a seg­
ment of the econorcy that has lacked such information» It did, however^ 
in some instances encourage landowners to harvest their timber without 
regard to future income possibilities= Often this was in conjunction 
with removing land from forest uses to agricultural useso Receipt of 
this market report^ however, was also associated with an increase in 
size of holdings and an increase in forest management activity« Seventy-
six per cent of the owners sampled had engaged in management activity 
such as salvage^ thinning, pruning, etc,, during the previous yearo 
VMle price reporting is a recent development and has only oper­
ated on a limited scale, indications are that it may prove to be a use­
ful aid to forest products marketing. Whether stumpage price reporting 
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would be feasible, desirable, or even necessary is an unanswered ques­
tion., The commodity approach to price reporting, however, seems to 
have definite possibilities, particularly on a state or regional basiso 
Long-term Agreements With Purchasers 
The steac^ expansion of the forest products industries has, in 
some areas, resulted in increased cooperation between these industries 
and the small woodland owners in their locality„ Examples of such small 
owner-industry cooperation can be found principally in the southern and 
Lake states, where the pulp and paper industry is well established» 
In an effort to develop a stable, more dependable source of raw 
material, several pulp and paper companies have developed a small owner 
assistance program known as the Tree Farm Family» Under this system, 
small private landowners within the procurement area of a given company 
are provided with free forest management assistance by company forest­
ers. The landowners are under no obligation to the parent company ex­
cept to maintain sound forest practices and permit the company to bid 
upon the owner's timber at the going price^ In return for this the 
compare assures the woodland owner of a market. It is advantageous to 
the parent company in that it develops a highly probable source of local 
raw material, while at the same time saving the company the investment 
in land and annual costs of operation and taxes (l)o 
The landowner served by such a program is indeed fortunate^ what 
better incentive could exist for good management than the presence of 
an established market» One authority (2I4.) sees this mutual dependence 
between forest industries and small private owners as an increasingly 
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common trend in the future a Rather than owning large blocks of land, 
many forest industries will stress efficient, competitive operation and 
put their capital into plant and equipment. Small private holdings 
will furnish the raw material under cooperative management and market­
ing agreements. 
While admittedly speculative, such a prediction is not improbable 
for raary parts of the country. The industry sponsored Tree Farm Family 
program is a step in this direction. However^ this forest industry-
small owner cooperation may be only an interim trend. There are indi­
cations that forest industries may seek greater consolidation of forest 
land under their own ownership (31). Once a company has invested heav­
ily in plant and equipment it cannot leave such investments vulnerable 
to an uncontrolled supply of raw material subject to shortages, labor 
problems, and competitiono ^y owning a certain amount of timberland, 
companies not only guarantee a source of supply, they also maintain 
leverage over the prices th^ must pay for purchased woodo From the 
standpoint of forest management, consolidation of small holdings under 
industrial ownership would certainly be desirable, Providing federal, 
state, and local tax laws favor consolidation, it would seem to be most 
advantageous from the standpoint of the forest industries alsoo 
CHAPTER VII 
GQNGLUSIONS AND RECOMMDATICNS 
The problem of increasing productivity on a raultitude of email 
private forest holdings has no easy solutions, nor does it have any 
immediate solutions<> However, there is possibly one prime cause under­
lying the entire probleraj the generally low awareness of timber values 
on the part of the oxmer has undoubtedly been the principal reason for 
the low level of management found on most small holdingSo 
That many forest owners have a low concept of timber value is 
not surprisingo Until comparatively recent years timber was an abundant 
and relatively cheap commodity. In the total econongr of the country 
its place was one of importance, but not one of prominence. Owners of 
small tracts of timber, therefore, have not thought of themselves as 
holders of potential wealth by virtue of their forest ownership, parti­
cularly when so many depended upon endeavors other than land ownership 
for their livelihoodo Small wonder then, that the small forest holding 
was regarded as a residual asset, nor really worthy of entrepreneurial 
efforts 
The situation is much the same today, although expanding popula­
tion and expanding industries have gradually focused attention on the 
small private holdingo In many parts of the country the timber held by 
the small owner is in demand., The owners, not realizing the potential 
of a forest holding, have too often accepted this new demand as a wind­
fall, an opportunity for a quick profit, rather than a steady incomeo 
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After decades of holding a coBBnodity of doubtful value, this was an 
understandable reaction. Unfortunately, it resulted in overcutting 
and eventually a low level of productivity on the small private holdings« 
Increasing the productivity of these small holdings involves 
creating an awareness of titiber values on the part of the owners„ In 
order to practice good forest management owners must be convinced that 
it is economically worthwhile» In some parts of the country's where 
markets are lacking, profitable management of small timber tracts may 
not be feasible. For most owners, however, markets are available and 
are steadily increasing. In the presence of an existing market, the 
k^ to increased productivity and good management must lie in the mar­
ket orientation of the forest owner.. Only throu^ successful marketing 
can the economic goals of the owner be fulfilled. 
The marketing efficiency of the small private owner could be 
improved considerably through the existing public foreatry assistance 
programs. While marketing aid has always been furnished by CFM and 
extension foresters, it could be stressed to a greater degreeo Ifeay 
of the recent marketing studies have shown that small private owners 
as a group make little use of public forestry assistanceo This seems 
to indicate that such assistance may not be serving the moet immediate 
needs of many owners« 
Characteristically, technical assistance in this countiy has 
placed heavy emphasis on silviculture, undoubtedly because overcutting 
was a conanon practice during the time when the assistance programs began„ 
Maile certainly necessaiy, silviculture is only one important aspect of 
good forest management^ efficient operating techniques and marketing are 
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just as necessaryo Preoccupation with silviculture my have persieted 
because the foresters liJio provided the assistance had etrong backgrounds 
in silviculture as a result of their forestry education<> In the opera­
tions aspects of harvestings transportationj, and marketing they were 
less well prepared, and consequently less competent in the field. 
The basic weakness in the silvicultural approach to email land­
owner assistance is that silviculture by its nature is a professional 
subject far too complex for the average forest owner to understand. In 
effect, the existing public assistance programs have attempted to teach 
the forest owner more than he needs to know about a professional aepect 
of forestry! at the same time the operational techniques of harvesting, 
equipment use, and marketing have been neglected= From the standpoint 
of the landowner, he has not been taught the skills of forest manage-
ment that he is most qualified to perform. 
A change in emphasis from silviculture to operating techniques 
would undoubtedly result in an increased demand for public forestry 
aasistanceo It is also likely that owner interest in forest management 
would increase if more ownere were able to perform their own woods 
operations. Of course there will always be large nuitbera of owners 
either unable or unwilling to operate their own holdings. These people 
should be encouraged to make use of consulting foresters' services. 
Mach of the effort of bringing good management to the'lands of absentee 
owners might best be left to consultants. limiting their assistance 
to farmers and other resident owners public service foresters would then 
be teaching those owners most likely to perform their own operations. 
Public forestry assistance would be made more effective by 
3̂ 
limiting services to holdings of a irdnimum sizeo As the Tintoer Resource 
Review (37) showed, half of the small private holdings in the country 
may be too small for profitable managemento By designating a miriimura-
sized ownership the efforts of the public service foresters could be 
directed toward greater production on holdings of manageable sizeo 
Undoubtedly, the steacfy migration of rural residents to urban 
areas will eventually result in a consolidation of these small holdings 
into larger ownerships t^iere the scale of operations will be more favor­
able for forest management. This has already been observed in the South 
where the out-migration from small farms has enabled neighboring owners 
to increase their forest holdings (10)» increasing the scale of 
operations and the tenure under one owner, the prospects of changing 
indifferent attitudes toward forest management are enhanced^ 
The situation on the small private holdings should improve con­
siderably in the next few decadeSo An expanding population, and increas­
ing demand for all types of wood will provide a growing market for the 
products of small holdings» Owners will become increasingly aware of 
the value of their forests, and will accept forestry as a good invest­
ment. Foresters, in general, and public assistance foresters in parti-= 
cular, can accelerate this trend by encouraging owners to accept greater 
responsibility for the operation of their own holdings wherever possibleo 
Forestry on the small private holdings will succeed when it is accepted 
as a sound investment the owners<. This, in the end, is the to 
private forest management,, 
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TABLE I 
NUMBER OF PRIVATE OWNERSHIPS OF CCMMERCIAL FOREST LAND 
AND AREA OWNED IN THE UNITED STATES AND COASTAL ALASKA^ 
BI SIZE OF HOLDING AND SECTIQM, 1953 
ALL SECTIONS 
Size of owner­
ship (acres) 
Owner­
ships Area 
Proportion of 
comriercial 
forest area 
Average size 
of holding 
Number Thousand 
acres 
Per cent Acres 
Less than 100^ 
100-500 
500-5,000 
3^875,093 
586,I|67 
ii6,326 
121,023 
97,882 
ii6,378 
2iio8 
20„0 
9o5 
31 
167 
1,001 
Total U,507,886 265,283 5ii»3 59 
5,000-50,000^ 
Over 50,000^ 
2,330 
283 
3h,669 
58,317 
7ol 
1119 
lii,879 
206,067 
Total ii,5l0,ii99 358,269 73o3 79 
dumber of ownerships shown for holdings of 3=100 acres in the 
East and 10-=100 acres in the Westc, 
p 
Ownerships in a given size class on a sectional basis do not add 
to national totals because holdings of a given owner located in differ­
ent regions were combined in determining number of ownerships on a 
national basis= 
Sources Uo So Forest Service, 1958.. TiidDer resources for America's 
future. Forest Resource Report #lIio Table l6[t<, 
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TABLE II 
NUMBER OF AREA CF FARM AND "OTHER" PRIVATE OWERSHIPS OF 
CCMERCIAL FOREST LAND IN THE UNITED STATES AND COASTAL ALASKA, 
BY SECTION AND REQICi, 1953 
Total farm and "Other" 
Section and region "other" private Farm private 
Owner­ Area 05>mer- Area Owner­ Area 
ships ships ships 
Thou­ Mllion Thou­ Mllion Thou­ fillion 
sands acres sands acres sands acres 
Norths 
New England 252 21 9I4 6 158 15 
Mddle Atlantic 762 35 5hii 12 218 23 
Lake States 1;91 29 371 15 120 lU 
Central 883 38 767 2h 116 Ih 
Plains 157 5 153 h U 1 
Total 2y5i45 128 1,929 61 616 67 
Souths 
South Atlantic 591 36 ii75 30 116 6 
Southeast 77ii 72 617 h6 157 26 
West Gulf li5o 35 298 Ih 152 21 
Total 1^815 1U3 1,390 90 lt25 53 
Westg 
Pacific Northwest 
Douglas-fir subre^on 66 6 39 3 27 3 
Pine subregion 16 h 6 2 10 2 
Total 82 10 15 5 37 5 
California 10 5 3 2 7 3 
Northern Rocky Mto 27 6 11 h 16 2 
Southern Rocky Mt„ 8 h 5 3 3 1 
Total 127 25 6h 1I4 63 11 
Coastal Alaska — .=1 
TotalJ all regions hjl|87 296 3,383 165 l,10ii 131 
^Includes 286 "other" private owners with 19,000 acres of commer­
cial forest lando 
Sources U» So Forest Serviceo 1958o Timber resources for America's 
futurso Forest Resource Report #lUo Table 175° 
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TABLE III 
PROnjCTIVITr OF REGMTLY CUT PRIVATE LANDS'^ IN COWTINEMTAL 
UNITED STATES, BY TYPE OF OWNER AND SIZE CLASS, 19^3 
Commercial Proportion of operating 
forest area area by productivity 
class 
Tvne owibt and A V V/U- v VVIA' Ji. vXLJiM 
size class^ Total Oper- Upper Medium Lower 
ating3 
Mllion Mllion Per Per Per 
acres acres cent cent cent 
Farms 
Small 160 51 ho 38 22 
Medium and large 5 2 59 27 II4 
Lumber manufacturings 
Small 5 3 h8 35 17 
Medium 11 8 7h 20 6 
Large 19 13 78 19 3 
Pulp manufacturings 
Small and medium 1 1 7h 17 9 
Large 22 16 8h 15 ,1 
Other wood manufacturings 
Small and medium 3 2 72 25 3 
Large 1 1 7h 18 8 
Other privates 
Small 100 20 hi 31 28 
Medium 16 10 56 31 13 
Large 15 12 69 21 10 
Total or average 358 139 56 29 15 
^During period January 1, 19h7, to date of examination in 1953 or 
1951io 
Size class based on the total conmercial forest area in the 
ownership^ Small^ 3"5jOOO acres in the East, 10-5j000 acres in the Westo 
Mediunic, 5,000-50,000 acres» Large, 50,000 acres or largero Excludes 
19^000 acres of private forest land in Coastal Alaska,, 
^The operating area of an individual ownership is the combined 
area of the forest types, within the ownership, in which some recent 
cutting was doneo The operating area of any size class or type of owner­
ship is the sum of the operating areas on individual ownerships in that 
same class or type of ownershipo Excludes operating area on some large 
private ownerships to which access was deniedo 
Sources U<, S<, Forest Service, 1958» Timber resources for America's 
futureo Forest Resource Report #liio Table 137» 
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TABLE 17 
PROniCTIVITI OF RECENTLY CUT LANDS IN FAEM AND OTHER PRIVATE 
OWERSHIPS IN THE CONTINENTAL MITED STATEŜ  BY SECTION AND REGION̂  
Farm ownerships- Other private ownershipa-
proportion of area by proportion of area by 
Section and re^on 
productivity class productivity class 
Upper Medium Lower Upper Medium Lower 
Per Per Per Per Per Per 
cent cent cent cent cent cent 
Norths 
New En^and U2 39 19 Ik 19 7 
Mddle Atlantic 62 29 9 hi 32 21 
Lake States 59 29 12 66 25 9 
Central h2 13 liU 3h 22 
Plains 6 28 66 — — — 
Total 52 35 13 59 27 lU 
Souths 
South Atlantic U5 38 17 60 32 8 
Southeast 35 3U 31 h6 28 26 
West Gulf 18 51 31 32 3li 3U 
Total 3h 38 28 iiii 30 26 
Wests 
Pacific Northwest U6 h2 12 62 27 11 
California 61 33 6 79 19 2 
Northern Rocky Mt» 15 61 2h 53 3I4 13 
Southern Rocky Mb, 56 33 11 61 27 12 
Total hs li2 12 62 27 11 
Total 
Continental United iil 37 22 52 28 20 
States 
^Recently cut lands (or operating area) in an ownership is the 
area of forest types in which there was some commercial cutting in the 
period \9\xl-Sh'-
Sources U. So Forest Service, 1958. Timber resources for America's 
future. Forest Resource Report #liio Table 178,, 
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TABLE Y 
PRICE-DETERMINING FACTORS IN SALES OF PORDERCBA PINE SECOtJD-
GROWTH STUMPAGE, CENTRAL SIERRA NE7ADA REGIOMj 1953-1958 
Number of 
Price determining factor or practice sales 
Average price 
MB]# 
Reasons for selecting the buyer 
Personal or busineas relationship, 
and good reputation 13 
Only buyer known 10 
$11»90 
7o70 
Method of determining price 
Highest offer, seller's asking price^ 
negotiated price lli 
Single buyer's offer 17 
$12„80 
8O30 
Seller's knowledge of price 
Had knowledge 2k 
No knowledge 8 
i 1 
o
 o
 
C
O
 
o
 
o 
o 
O
 ON 
1—
' 
Type of contract 
Tfritten 18 
Yerbal l5 
$lloU0 
9.10 
Outside assistance 
Yes 9 
No 27 
$13.80 
9<.70 
Sale inspection 
Teg 22 
No 10 
$llo20 
8„iiO 
Basis for cutting 
Di.ameter limit 17 
Buyer's choice or all merchantable timber 10 
$10«20 
8o6o 
*Prices significantly different at 5 per cent level. 
Sources Teeguardens Dennis E„j ̂  1959o Tisfcer marketing and 
land OMiership in the central Sierra Nevada regiono California 
Ago Ebcpto Stao Bulletin #77lio Table 13o 
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